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Sarah Donnelly, Bizarre Humour 
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Bernadette LaKamp, Lauretta 
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Dan Ryan, tenor 
Richard Benefield, bass 
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Deborah Jones, bass viol 
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Richard Applin 
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The Collegium wishes to thank the following for their contribution to this evening's 
performance: 
Susan Clermont for allowing us to do the first performance of her edition 
of Missa Rosa Plagsante. 
Lisa Foss, Susan Clermont, and Professor Lefkowitz for program notes~ 
laura Sheppard for-devising the pantomimes and the staging of the madrigal comedy. 
Professor John J. Dave rt o for the new translation of La Pazzia Senile. 
Deborah Fort son and her Commedia dell' arte _class in The School of Theatre Arts, 
for furnishing · ·the mimes. 
Professor Paolo Braghferi of the Department of Modern Languages of the College 
of Liberal Arts, for coaching the singers in the old Venetian 
dialect for the madrigal comedy. 
The School of Theatre Arts for props, costumes. and lighting. 
Kate Tarleton for costume assistance. 
Gerald Weale for coaching the soloists. 
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FUTURE CONCERTS IN THE EARLY MUSIC SERIES 
Frtday, January 27, 1984 
Friday, February 17, 1984 
Saturday, March 17, 1984 
MARK KROLL, harpsichord . 
J.S. Bach, The Goldberg Variations 
DEREK ADLAM, fortepiano 
Lecture Recital on 18th-Century German Keyboard Musi.c 
CAROL IEBERMAN, Baroque violin 
MARK KROLL, harpsichord 
J. S. Bach• The Si.,c &,nat:as for Viol1n and Harpsichord 
All concerts take place at 
The Boston University School of Music Concert Hall 
855 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 at 8 p.m. 
F~P fupt;heP information aall 617/353-3345 
Program Notes 
La Pazzia Senile by Adriano Banchieri 
Program Notes by Professor Murray Lefkowitz 
La Pazzia Senile is one of a genre of pieces in the late 16th-century madrigal 
tradition which combined the idea of the dramatic madrigal cycle with that of 
the popular theater pieces of the day. This . increased emphasis on drama soon 
gave rise to the creation of opera. and in fact, at the turn of the centurymad-
rigal comedies coexisted with the earliest operas; some of the composers even 
worked in both dramatic forms. One of the chief differences between the two 
genres is the fact that the madrigal comedy is not normally staged as a dramat ·ic 
work with acting, scenery, and costumes. Orazio Vecchi (1550-1605), who was per-
haps the leading composer of madrigal comedies, and who wrote the most famous work 
of its kind, L'Amfiparnasso, in 1594, expressly states that the work should be 
"seen through the mind, into which it enters through the ears, not ·through the eyes." 
Another important characteristic of the madrigal comedy is the f~ct that · the char-
acters are each represented by the entire madrigal group, usually by five vo-ices. 
the -five-part madrigal being the classic example of the form. Often the subject 
was related to the popular commedia dell'arte themes of the ·time, but sometimes 
the subjects were not specifically comic, and so· the name is somewhat misleading 
in that respect. However• it is the fact t11at a group of madrigals are ft1sed 'to-
gether by a dramatic plot, (however slight that plot might be), that sets it apart 
as a separate and progressive dramatic genre. · 
To be sure, La Pazzia Senile does not fit this definition of the classic madrigal 
comedy. It is written predominantly for three voices, in the new SSB (and TTB) 
trio texture so typical of the lighter and poptilar , song and dance forms of the day: 
the canzonetta, villanella, villota, balletto, and the giustiniana. Indeed, Alfred 
Einstein, in his monumental 3-volume work on The Italian Madrigal, callsLaPazzia 
Senile "a dramatized Giustiniana in nineteen numbers." Instead of the more equally-
voiced polyphony of the classic madrigal, these lighter song forms are more homo-
phonic in texture, and often make use of concertante interplay between the voices, 
expecially between the upper two parts, which are also involved in dialogue-like 
voice crossings that give them a special character of their own. In fact, only 
the songs of the lovers, Fulvio and Doralice, (nos. 6, 10, · 15, :and 16), are in true 
madrigal style, and even here the composer refers to them as ·11madrigaletti" be-
cause of the brevity of their writing. No. 4 is a famous spoof on Palestrina's 
5-part madrigal. "Vestiva i colli", perpetrated by the senile Dr. Gratiano, and_, 
nos. 3 and 18·, the songs of the Bizarre Humour, are in a hybrid madrigal-villota 
style. 
In his "Words of Advice" to the reader, the composer makes it quite clear that this 
work was _to be performed in public ·for an audience: .. 
First, before the singirig ·begins, one of the singers should read the 
titles and contents, in sum;· all that is written before the songs, so 
that the audience might know the subject of the songs. 
- Second, it would be a good idea for those who are not familiar (with 
the Venetian dialect) to glance at the words for those colloquies 
that involve Pantalone. Gratiano, Burattino, and Lauretta, for their 
dialect is different from Tuscan Italian. 
And lastly, be aware that the P. and F. in some of the colloquies 
mean piano and forte; -and these have been used in order to differentiate 
the characters. 
Not only, then, · was La Pazzia Senile intended for an audience, but there are some 
strong suggestions ·throughout the work itself t~at some acting or gesturing was in-
volved: Gratiano is depicted as "cantando e sonando" on the chittar .ino, and the 
Bizarre Humour bows to the audience in .his opening song. It is therefore entirely 
possible that a work of this .. kind would have been presented at some ducal court with 
the addition of the costumed · commedia dell'arte characters pantomiming the songs, 
just as it is being presented here this evening. Certainly the strong imagery and 
charact~riza~ion of the__poe.tn l~nds itself ~admirably _t:o this kind Qf_ interpr_etat.ion.. _c-""""~-
The 19 three-part songs are distributed between two groups of three voices. The 
first, for two sopranos and a bass, repre .sents the more serious "madrigaletti" of 
Fulvio and Doralice 1 as well as the hybrid songs of Gratiana and the BizarreHumour. 
The second. for two tenors and a bass. represents in the . lighter song forms, the 
more comical characters of Pantalone, Burattino, and Lauretta, In this evening's 
performance the Collegium Choir joins in on nos. 2, 8, 12, 13 and 19, wheregroup9.: 
are implied for the intermezzi and finale. Instruments have been added to some OL 
these for added effect. 
The .composer of La Pazzia Senile. Adriano Banchieri (1568-1634), was no ordinary 
composer of his time. He was also a significant theoriet and ,~iter, who, among 
I' 
, .. , 
., 1 
other important contribuiions, was one of the firs~ to use written dynamic marking s 
in his music. expanded the hexachord to a form of the octave system. described the 
proper use of the figured~bass. and wrote all of his own texts to his music. 
Banchieri was a prolific composer; there are extant 12 ·of his masses, 6 books of 
canzonettas. many important works for instruments. and about 20 dramatic pieces 
based on commedia " dell' arte plots ·. of which La Pazzia Senile was the most popular. 
The latter went through several editions between 1598 and 1621. none of which are 
entirely reliable. The edition used this evening is that of 1607. published by 
Amadino in Venice. 
Adriano Banchieri was an Olivetan monk of ~he Benedictine Order who was firmly 
attached to his birthplace, Bologna. Here he lived. worked and died, at the 
beautiful monastery of S. Michele in Bosco, which still exists today. Here too 
he founded the Ac~ademia dei Floridi, which also flourishes today as the Accademia 
Filarmonica. Banchieri was also a writer in other fields besides music. including 
architecture and the various Italian dialects. But his expertise was limited to 
the env_irons of his beloved Bologna. For example, his attempt to use the Venetian 
diaiect in La Pazzia Senile is a curious cross between Bolognese and Venetian, 
despite his ''Words of Advice" quoted above. Another work of his appeared in London 
in 15.95 in English. entitled The Nobili,ty of the Ass, three years ·after it was 
published ·in Italy. In several of his writings Banchieri used pseudonyms; among 
these are "Il Dissonante". "Attabalippa dal Peru". 'Abbate Benemerito", and "Camillo 
Scal'iggeri dalla Fratta". 
Missa Rosa Playsante by Jacob Obrecht 
Program Notes by Susan Clermont and Lisa Foss 
When Jacob Obrecht first came to Ferrara at the instigation of Duke Ercole I in 
1487, he found himself at one of the major musical centers of late 15th-century 
Italy. · Ercole. upon becoming Duke in 1471, inherited a thriving musical establish-
ment. but one which was almost entirely devoted · to the performance of secular and 
instrumental music. 
While the new court continued to cultivate chansons and other secular genres, the 
Duke's own musical interests lay primarily in the · r~alm of sacred music. From the 
beginning of his rule. he set about to develop a large and highly-trained group of 
chapel singers, for the performance . of daily liturgical services for the ducal 
household. His chapel. which by the time of his death in 1505 was the largest in 
Europe. . was responsible for performing both the monophonic chant repertory and 
polyphonic settings of the liturgy on more important or festive occasions. 
Ercole's devotion to religion and music led him .not 6nly to procure the best 
singer~ available. but also · ·to seek polyphonic masses from composers throughout 
Europe. Joaquin de Pres. who was also brought to Ferrara by Ercole, composed his 
Missa Hercules Dux Ferrariae in honor of Erc·ole, and it is likely that a number of 
other masses from the Duke's collections were direct commissions. Missa Rosa 
Playsante's presence as the first work in one such collection indicates that this 
mass, if not written at Ercole's request, was at least performed by his chapel. 
Such a performance would have involved from 24-30 male singers, with organ as the 
only instrumental accompaniment. 
The low tessitura of this work probably reflects ·the use of adult male sopranos, 
rather than boys, on the top part. In this performance male and female voices 
have been mixed in the alto and tenor lines to create a blend and to approximate 
a more authentic sound. The mass is · being sung a third higher than notated; this 
transposition not only accomodates modern vocal ranges, but may also reflect 
certain Renaissance practices with regard to pitch. 
Obrecht's sacred works comprise the largest segment of his preserved output which 
includes 30 masses and 32 motets. compared with 31 short secular works. Today, of 
the 30 masses, only 22 have been issued in the two moder~ editions of Obrecht's 
works: the complete Werken van Jacob .Obrecht, edited by Johannes Wolf and published 
•--- -- bat.ween 190Eb-21. and the Jacob Obrecht Opera omnia, edited by Albert Smijers and 
Marcus van Crevel and published between 1953-64. 
In view of the exceptionally high intrinsic musical quality and sophistication of 
Missa Rosa Playsante (an opinion shared by musicologists Gustav Reese and Edgar 
Sparks, among others), it is ironic that. through a series of unrelated events, 
this mass should be one of those eight masses not yet published in a modernedition. 
The blame can be attributed in part to the lack of knowledge and less than perfect 
condition of the three extant sources. First. in the Munich, Staatsbibliothek, 
Mus. Ms. 31S4. only fragments of the Sanctus and Agnus Dei survive: Professor 
Th as Noblitt's identification of these fragments as part of Obrecht's work 
ap eared in the literature in 1969. The second, and perhaps most important source, 
a unnumbered manuscript from the Segovia Cathedral. was discovered at that 
C thedral in 1927 by Higinio Angles. In 1941, a summary of Angles' research, in-
uding a deacr1ption and index of this manuscript was published. This discovery 
is historically sigrtificant with regard to Hjlssa Rosa Playsante, considering 
that Segovia is still the ·only extant source which identifies Obrecht a s its 
composer. Unfortun ·a t ely • the 1927 discovery postdated Wolf's publication of 
Obrecht's complete works; consequently . it was not included in that series. Un-
doubtedly the Smijers-van Creve! edition would . have included the mass in the Opera 
omnia, however, this series was premature;y discont!nued. 
The third source, the Modena Ms. rJ,. • M. 1.2 :l.s one of a group of large. beautifully 
illuminated parchment choirbooks, which, upo~t the request of Duke Ercole I d'Este, 
were copied in Ferrara for the court chapel. Hissa Rosa Plagsante is the first of 
ten complete masses contained in this manusct·ipt, occupying folios 2r to 19r. 
Folio 1 • which presumably contained the supet·ius and tenor parts of the Kyrie I 
and possibly an attribution to the composer. is missing, thus, leaving an incomplete 
and anonymous mass. The Modena manuscript, n1onetheless, was selected to serve as 
the main . source for the edition used in tonight's performance for three reasons: · 
First, there is a possibility that the mass ~~s composed at Ercole's request in 
Ferrara during Obrecht's first period of serv ·ice there in 1487-88; second, it is 
highly probable that Obrecht, upon his returni to Ferrara in 1504, had . seen ~nd 
worked with this source; and, third. because this manuscript was p·atnst~kingly 
copied, it consequently contains a significan .tly SJ!laller number of scribal errors 
than the Segovia manuscript. · · 
While listening to tonight's performance, one: might note that Missa Rosa Playsante, 
based on the tenor melody of the fifteenth century chanson Rcsa Playsante by 
Philippon(?), is one of five Obrecht masses to use a segmented cantus firmus as 
its structural basis. This composition al tec hnique. apparently unique to Obrecht, 
reveals an unsurpassed interest in large-scale organization for tr.at time. The 
tenor melody has been partitioned into nine short segments that serve, in turn, as 
cantus firmi for the various sections or subsections of the mass. Obrecht uses 
the ninth and final se gment of the cantus fir.mus in the Agnus l, intentionally 
reserving the tenor line of Agnus 3/Dona nobi.s pacem for a final presentation of 
the entire structura l melody. thus. rendering a summarizing statement that con-
tributes to the unit y of the whole mass. 
Another important feature is that a reduction of the texture from four to three 
voices occurs in the Christe, Pleni, Benedictus, and Agnus 2. In these sections 
the segment-bearing tenor is silent; however, other complete vocal lines (vo·ices) 
together with numerous short quotations from the original polyphonic model are in-
cluded in these trios. Technically, one could not categorize Missa Rosa Playsante 
as a parody mass, yet, it has been exemplariz ,ed as a direct and important prede-
cessor of that sixteenth century mass type. 
The principal difficulty encountered while pr ,eparing this edition concerned the 
text underlay: both the Modena and Segovia manuscripts contain text underlay for 
the superius only, and a comparison of these two settings immediately reveals 
several significant variations. Also, very little syllabification appears in the 
manuscripts, rather, complete words are writt ,en at the beginning of long groups of 
notes; many words are abbreviated, again offering little help with the placement of 
individual syllabl~s. Generally speaking, manuscripts from the latter half of th e 
15th century show that text underlay was often partially complete, entirely omitted 
or copied in what appears to be a haphazard manner. Various explanations for this 
seeming negligence range from speculation that an exact alignment was unnecessary 
since church singers at that time were well trained in these matters, to the opinion 
that textless sections were not intended to be sung at all but rather performed on 
instruments or as vocalises~ Two theoretical treatises that offered a considerable 
amount of information and insight into the problem of text underlay were consulted 
for this edition: De Husica Verbal! of ca. 1570 by Gaspar Stocker, which is ex-
clusively devoted to this subject; and, Scintille de Musica, written in ca. 1528 by 
Giovanni Maria Lanfranco and published in 1533. It is interesting to note that 
many of the eight rules stated by Lanfranco reappear twenty-five years later in 1558 
in Book IV of Zarlino's Institutione Harmoniche; no credit was given either to 
Scintille or to the older theorist, however. 
As f a-r -as ean- be d·e ~ermined, "the - Boston Universi t y 'Eariy Music Collegli:im • s per- -
formance of Obrecht's Hissa Rosa P1aysante, transcribed from the Modena manuscript, 
is an American premiere of . this truly distinctive work. 
LA PAZZIA SENILE 
Ragionamenti vaghi et ditettevoU 
di 
Adriano Banchieri (Bolognese) 
a tre e sei Voe!i miste 
In Venezia Appresso Riccardo 
Amadino MDCVII 
Interlocutori 
L'UMOR BIZZARRO, fail proZogo 
et liaenzia 
PANTALONE, vecahio da Murano 
GRAZIANO, Dottore da Franco Uno 
FULVIO, g ·i ,~vane innamorato 
BURATTINO, servo delta vatlada 
DORALICE, giovane innamorata 
LAURETTA, aortigiana di Mazorbo 
Intermedio di Solfanari 
Intermedio di Spazaacamini 
Bando detZa BertoZina 
Balletto di Vil-ZaneZle 
La scena e in Rovigo 
THE FOLLY OF OLD AGE 
Charming and delightful colloquies 
by 
Adriano Banchieri (from Bologna) 
for three and six mixed voices 
Venice: Riccardo Amadino, 1607 
Characters 
THE BIZARRE HUMOR, gives the Pro-
logue and Epilogue 
PANTALONE, an old man from Murano 
GRATIANO, a doctor from Francolino 
FULVIO, a young man in love 
BURATTINO, a servant from Vallada 
DORALICE, a young girl in love 
LAURETTA, a prostitute from 
Mazorbo 
Interlude of the Match Sellers 
Interlude of the Chimney Sweeps 
The Proclamation of Bertolina 
The Dance of the Country Girls 
The scene is set in Rovigo 
(Engl-l4h t~anh!a..tion by V~. John J. Vaveuo) 
T~anhlato~•~ Note: Much 06 the text 06 La Pdzzia Senile 
l~ w~ltten in the highly colo~6u.l Venetian cUalect 06 the 
late 16th and ea1tly 17th ~entu~y~ 1 have t~ed to be a-6 
Ute4al M pohhible in my t4an~laUon. without completely 
~o~ ·n-g the 6lavo4 06 the o~iginal. 
A wo1td abou~ V~. G1tatiano i-6 in 01tde1t. He ha-6 the 
un6o~tunate habit 06 bub~tituting one wo~d 60~ anothe~ 
:tha.:t ,bOtu-id.& -6.Lmi.RaJt. ThU!i, "Vo1r.a..Uc.e" bec..ome~ "d'o"- "-"'rl'" -o-" 
(i.e., 1ta.clU,h on gold), and .the te-x.~ 06 Pa.to.A --t1t.ft1n.'~ 
"Ve-6 uva i c..oU.i II bec..omu a. hop e_iflb-6 j u.mb e_e O 6 no >t.A e.111.A e 
ue.Jt.& e.~. 
SOGGIETTO 
Habita in Rovigo (Terra grossa 
deZZ 'IZZustrissima Signoria di Ve-
netia) un Vecchio per nome Panta-
Zone Mercante Muranese iZ quaZe un 
giorno ragionando con Burattino 
dalZa VaZZada suo servitore intende 
che ogni notte daZ Signor FuZvio 
vengono fatte mattina~e a, Dora~ 
lice sua figZ.iuoZ.ai 'et che sonando 
et cantando net Lauto di Zl ne 
seguono moZti amorosi ragiona-
menti datZ'una parte et t'aZtra; 
iZ buon Pantalone come zetoso 
deZZ'honor suo tutto in colP~~ va, 
et trovando Gratiano DottoFe anti• 
co da FrancoZino promettegZi detta -
sua figliuoZa per moglie restando 
insieme Za sera farne le nozze: 
DoraZice che it tutto datZa sua 
finestra ha udito manda a chia-
mare il Signor Fulvio suo innamo-
rato contandogli minutissimamente 
il seguito tra iZ Padre et iZ 
Dottor Gratiana, in fine pigZiano 
partito et sposansi insieme senza 
saputa deZ Vecchio. 
IZ sudetto Pantalone ancora 
e inamorato di una Cortigiana 
Mazorbese chiamata Lauretta atZ.a 
quale scoprendogZi Z 'amor suo da 
lei ne vien sprezzato; dove in · 
fine i poveri Vecchi pazzi restano 
burZati con le mani piene di 
mosche. 
L'AUTORE PER INTRODUTTIONE 
L'aZtra estate per bizzarria 
E passar maZinconia, 
Per fuggir i caZdi estivi 
Che per l'otio son nocivi, 
Secondando iZ mio parere 
Ho composto per piacere 
Con doZcissimi concenti 
Questi miei ragionamenti. 
INTERMEDIO DI SOLFANARI 
Stl'azz 'e ciab&tte, donne a i so:Z.;. 
fane Z Zi 
Su, che 
I ma22i 
ti Zi 
son bianchi, e beZZi 
gl'ossi, e i canonzin sot-
-, ~ . 
Legati con buon fiZi. 
Il zol.,fo verde, ... e ques to non e 
gioco 
S 'accenderan co 'l fuoco; 
Su, che son bianchi, e beZl.,i 
1 
2 
Strazz'e ciabatte> donne> a i soi-
fanel.,1.i. 
ARGUMENT 
There lived in Rovigo (a large 
territory within the most illustri ·~ 
ous Signoria of Venice) an old man 
by the name of Pantalone. One day, 
when talking with Burattino, his 
servant from Vallada, he le _arns 
that Signor Fulvio ·serenade ·s his 
daughter Doralice every night; and 
after the singing and lute-playing 
are over, there fol low many · -amor-
ous discussions between them; the 
good Pantalqne, eager to maintain 
his honor, leaves in a huff. He 
chances upon Doctor Gratiano, an 
elderly doctor formerly from Fran-
colino, and promises him his 
daughter's hand in marriage. They 
agree to have the wedding that 
night. Doralice, who has hear _d 
everything from her window, sends 
for Fulvio, her beloved, and tells 
him in great detail about the ex-
change between her father and 
Doctor Gratiana. Finally, they 
resolve to be married without the 
old man's knowledge. 
By the way, Pantalone has fal-
len .in love with a prostitute from 
Mazorbo, called Lauretta. When 
she .discovers that he is in love 
with her, she sends him packing. 
Thus, in the end, the pro·: foolish 
old men are outwitted and they 
don't ··even have a handful of flies 
to show for their troubles. 
THE AUTHOR BY WAY OF INTRODUCTION 
Last summer, just for fun, 
and to forget my troubles, 
to escape the heat, 
which is harmful when one is idle t 
and following a whim, 
I composed, for my own enjoyment, 
with the sweetest melodies, 
these my colloquies. 
INTERLUDE OF THE MATCH SELLERS 
Ali y~u women with tattored dresses 
and worn-out shoes, here are , 
matches fdr you. 
White and lovely 
are the big bundles, and the thin 
matchsticks 
are . tied with good .thread. 
The sulfur is green, and it's no 
joke 
when the matches burst into flames. 
Up with you! Here are white and 
lovely matches 
for you women with tattered dresses 
and worn-out shoes. 
PROLOGO RECITATO DALL'HUMOR 
BIZZARRO 
Illuatri apettatori, 
Qui aon venuto fzu-.-r>i 
AZZa vostra presenza 
Per farvi rivere~za. 
Sapete voi ch'io sia? 
A non vi dir bugia, 
I' son l'humor biaaarro 
Che amazzo, squarto, e sbarro 
Oche, torte, e Presoiutt .. • 
Pero silentio tutti, 
Che veggio Pantalone in ~tto 
humi Z.e 
Per dar prinoipio all.a ·PAZZIA 
SENILE. 
PARTE PRIMA 
RAGIONAMENTO PRIMO. PANTALONE 
SOLO. 
Povero Panialon, 
Lauretta ze cason 
Che no magno boccon 
Pi~ ahe me sappia bon. 
Per che? 
Cho magno, cho bevo, cho dormo, 
fin cho cago, . 
Lauretta, del to amor son imbri-
ago. 
3 
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RAGIONAMENTO SECONDO. 
5 
PANTALONE 
E B URATTINO. 
P. Burattin, Burattin? eatu ti 
Burattin? 
B. Sagnur at, Sagnur at, a son 
chi lo, mesair. 
P. Che distu, Burattin, che fa 
mia fia? 
B. Patru, a dir o 'l vira, 
A sentt Z'otra sira 
A le sett'hor de nott ... 
Ma no poss dir vergott! 
P. Ah! pezzo de poltron, 
Se mi chiapp' un baston! 
B. Ah! mesair ... 
P. Vojo ti dighi iZ tutto. 
B. Senti un hom con un Zauto 
Che coi man o 'l lo sonava 
E den tr' oZ ghe can tava 
Con certe tiradine 
Che se fa aZle pedroline. 
P. Eben, e ben, che vostu dir? 
B. Stem a scoZta, messir. 
DoraZi2 vegn'aZ baZcu 
Al 'hora ·oz compagnu 
Lasso sta de Bona 
E scomenzo a zanza. 
P. E ben, che sen tis tu dir? 
B. Lasseme pur fomir. 
I diseva: Ben mio, Ben mio, 
Datemi un bacio anch 'io. 
PROLOGUE Si?OKEN BY THE BIZARRE 
HUMOR 
Noble audience 
I've come out 
before you 
to show my respect (he bows) 
Do you know who I am? 
Not to tell you any lies, 
I'm the Bizarre Humor 
who slaughters, chops, and slices 
up 
geese, cakes, and hams. 
So everybody be quiet, 
For I see Pantalone approaching 
humbly, 
getting ready to begin the Folly 
of Old Age. 
PART 1 
FIRST COLLOQUY • PAN TALONE ALONE • 
Poor Pantalon, 
Lauretta is the reason 
that I can't eat a mouthful. 
I know it all too well. 
Why? 
Whe ther I eat, drink, sleep, even 
when I sh--, 
Lauretta, I'm drunk with love for 
you. 
SECOND COLLOQUY . PANTALONE AND 
BURATTINO. 
P. Burattin, Burattin? Are you 
there Burattin? 
B. Yes sir, Yes sir. I'm here, 
master. 
P. What are you saying, Burattin; 
what• -s my daughter doing? 
B. To tell the truth, sir, 
last night, I heard, 
at seven o'clock ••• 
but_ by God, I can't say it! 
P . Ah! you coward, 
do you want me to fetch my 
cane? 
B • Ah ! master ••. 
P. I want you to tell rre every-
thing. 
B. I heard a man with a lute. 
He played it with his hands. 
And from within, he serenaded 
with certain · tunes , __ _ 
that are sung to catch little 
birds. 
P. Very well, very well, what are 
you trying to say? 
B. Sit tight and listen, master. 
Doralice came to the balcony. 
Then her boyfriend 
stopped playing, 
and began to chatter. 
P. Ve ry well, what did he say? 
B. Let me finish. 
She said: my love, my love, 
give me a kiss. 
P. Ah ! fi a J 'un po Z t ron ! 
B. Messir, tutt voster son. 
P. Vojo trovar G~atian 
Che ghe tocca la man. 
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P'. ifh'~ wretched daughter! 
B. Master, I'm at • your service. 
P. · -,:I want t'o find Gratian--
.: .. ; H¢_; 11 bave her hand in mar-
··· riag~. 
RAGIONAMENTO TERZO. FULVIO SOLO. THIRD COLLOQUY. FULVIO ALONE. 
Se net mar det mio pianto 
Bagnasti, Doratice, it bet crin 
d'oro 
If in the sea of my tears--and 
yours--
you, Doralice, have washed your 
beautiful golden hair, 
O my treasure, E vostro, o mio tesoro, 
Perche sciugar?.o at sole Why do you dry it in the sun · 
(Anima mia) che abbandonar vi suo 
euote? 
Correte a me, che in un medesmo 
1,oco 
Havr>ete sempre 1, 'acqua, e sempre 
it foco. 
RAGIONAMENTO QUARTO. GRATIANO 
ET PANTALONE. 
G. 
P. 
G. 
Sassad'aZ ben strupiado, 
messir PiantaZimon. 
E vu ben bastonao, Dottor 
pian tace dzoon. 
Sidi piu d'opi1,Zation 
De dazime Dor' ta radice pe11 
moier? 
7 · 
P. Moia moia ~igo d'araWto e'Z . 
z,avane 1,7,o. 
G. 
P. 
G. 
Doratice, mia fia, · ve ta pro-
metto. 
Mi vo in brodetto. 
Ve ta prometto. 
Mi vo in ·guazzetto 
Mo che Lucretia me sen ·t 'at 
cor. 
(O ·my. very soul~) which forsakes 
us? 
Run to me, where in one and the 
·,same place, 
You will always have water and 
fire. 
FOURTH COLLOQUY. 'GRATIANO AND 
PANTALONE. 
G. I hope you're nicely worn out 
from the stoning, Mister 
Lemon Tree. 
P •·. And': µ1ay you get a good thrash -
ing, Doctor Citrus Tree. 
G. , Are you still reluctant · · 
to give me that radish of gold 
as a wife? 
P ~ A wife? A wife? I say that _ 
the little radish is of sil-
ver. 
I promise you Doralice, my 
daughter. 
I tum into broth. G. 
P. I promise her to you 
G. -I'd turn into stew, 
should I hold Lucrezi. ,a to my 
heart. 
P. 
G. 
Mo che bestiazza vu se Dottor. P. What an ignoramus you are, 
P. 
G. 
'P. 
G. 
A vuoi andar 
A tor dinar., 
E far cum'p ra ·r 
Una ga 1, Z.ana, e du p ugn 'in ti 
dent · 
E far aZ.Z.a spinosa un pres i-
dent . 
st, e dig ·o un Podesta~ 
Vo it i, .ferir 
Cot vostzoo dir 
Una goZlana, e un paro de pen~ . 
denti, 
Vita per- una forca i forni -
menti.. • 
G·. 
P. 
Barbon msiezt si i.o m 'intend:£- . G. 
di. 
Al naso quet barbon~ si che 
v 'intendo. 
' d' llorsu, Dottoza., ·an e, me reco-
mando. 
Son . tutt' vostr'a vag' cami-
nando. 
P.~ 
G. 
doctor. 
I want to go 
to fetch some money, 
so I can buy 
a chicken and a handful of 
tidbits 
as a President for the hedge-
hog. 
Yes, and I would say a M4yor. 
You meant . to imply 
in .. your speech--
. · a ~ck lace, and a couple of 
earrings, . 
and with a pi tch-fo-rk, you' re 
set for life. 
By my beard, sir, that's just 
what I meant. 
By the nose attached to your 
beard, .I l,lllderstand you. · 
Well then, Doctor, get going . . 
I'm oft. . . 
May all your travels be plea~ 
sant! 
INTERMEDIO SECONDO: BANDO DELLA 
BERTOLI NA 
Udite tutti "quanti 
TPista novella, amanti. 
Tan ta ra ra, tun ta Pa. 
Sentite it bando, pena Za 
schiavina 
A chi guarda Za BertoZina. 
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Fa ta, Za, ta, ta, la, ta, ta. 
Amanti . ognun si guardi . 
· At non pentirsi tardi. 
Tan ta ·ra ra, tµn tara. 
Ches ,a intimato pena Za ber-
. Zina · · 
Chi va in casa di B.e rto Zina. 
Fa la, Z.a, ta, la, Za, Za, la. 
PARTE SECONVA 
RAGIONAMENTO PRIMO. PANTALONE 
ET B·URATTINO. 
P. Tio, Bu1'attin, sta Zista, e 
sta in cerveZZo. 
B. Messier, cosa a se1'Vi1' sto 
scartabeZZ? 
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P. La :r:e una tista, invida e 'Z 
papen tao. 
Doratise, mia fia, ho ma.ridao. 
B. Dho cancher atZegrezza farem . 
. no.zz 
E voio che mettemi a aguazz 
ot po·a'. · 
P • . Sas tu mo, BUPattin, che xe 
sposo an? 
·'<}Ue-1; · be ZZ Dot tor, che se chi-
ama Gratian. 
B. Si a·vi fatt' mo?, to ben, caro 
pat1'u; ' 
O adess me voio impi oZ pan-
.... 
C'l- l'U 
P. Sta se1'a fa~e~' nozz' e si 
te digo · 
Invi~ i _miei parenti de 
• Rov1,~o. . 
B. Desim un pochet~, caro patru. 
No sarev' mei a farneta tra 
nu? 
P. Tasi la moia, invida mio 
frade Z Z '. 
B. Se mi ·Z'invid' me sia cava o 
' 7, ce r ve 7, Z '. 
P. Sier Zorzetto da Muran. 
B. Se 7, 'in vido son un can. 
P. ZizoZetto da Mazorbo. 
B Se 'i~vid~ deventi orbo! 
P. Mio compare sier Battista. 
B. Quest' noZ voi su Zamia 
Zist ·a. 
P. Mistro BortoZ' dai ochiai. 
B. Da ahe fa, s to badanai ! 
P. Cocoiin dalte braghesse. 
B. Sichel' traga delle vesse. 
SECOND ·INTERLUDE: THE PROSCRIPTION 
OF BERTOLINA 
Listen, all of you who are in love, 
to this sad story. 
Tan ta ra ra, tun tara. 
Listen to this proscription--
branded . 
is he · who looks at Bertolina. 
Fa la, la, la, _la, la, la, la. 
Every lover, beware, 
so you won't regret it when it's 
too late. 
Tan ta ra ra, tun tara. 
For it's bee~ decreed--the pil-
lory 
for him who goes into Berto-
lina' s house • 
Fa la, la, la, la, la, la, la. 
PART 11 
FIRST COLLOQUY. PANTALONE AND 
BURATTINO. 
P. Heh, Burattin, here's the list, 
and keep your wits about you. 
B. Master, what should I do with 
this piece of paper? 
P. That's the list. Invite my 
relatives. 
I '.m going to marry off my 
daughter, Doralice. 
B. What~a merry time we'll have 
- at the wedding~ 
I want you to put me right in 
the punch bowl. 
P. Do you know, Burattin, who the 
husband is? 
'That nice doctor, by the name 
· of Graziano 
B. You've chosen well, dear Mas-
ter. 
,Now I can hardly wait to stuff 
my belly. 
P. The wedding will be this eve-
ning, ·and I want you 
to invite my relatives from 
Rovigo. 
B. Tell me just one little thing, 
good master, 
wouldn't it be better if we 
. celebrated· amongst·.ourselves? 
P. Shut your trap! Invite my bro-:--
ther. 
B. I'd have to have a hole in my 
head to invite him. 
P. Mister Zorzetto from Muran. 
B • . If I invite him, I'm a dog. 
P. Zizoletto from Mazorbo. 
B. I'd have to be blind to invite 
him! 
P. My godfather, Mister Battista. , 
B. I don't want him on my list. 
P . Mister Bartol', the one with 
glasses. 
B. I'd rather be thrashed than <.lo -
that! 
·P. Cocolin, the one with baggy 
pants. 
B. Only if he stops talking non-
sense. 
P. 
B. 
Mistro Tofano Beltrami. P. 
Che Zu vegni quand'eZ' chiami. B. 
Mister Tofano · Beltrami 
He should ·come . when he's 
called. .. ·· 
P. Su, ·camina e to:rna presto. P. Go, be off and come back right 
away, 
Saro in piazza e porta e 'Z 
cesto. 
B. Quanto prima Baro iZo. 
Mo che invidi questo no! 
RAGIONAMENTO SECONDO. DORALICE 
SOLA. 
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Misera, che farai? D ., '?, , DoraZice, 
Che farai, infeZice? 
Hai, do Zor infini to! 
Con questi orecchi tuoi pur 
hai sentito 
Che tuo padre inaensato 
A queZ Dottor Gratian t'h~ 
maritato. 
Ma non fia ver che DoraZice sia 
D'altri che di · te, Fulvio, 
anima mia. 
RAGIONAMENTO TERZO. GRATIANO, 
SONANDO E CANTANDO. 
Trin tin, tin, tin, tin, tin, 
tronc. 
Doralice mia bella, 
AscoZta un poc una eanzon 
nove ZZa . 
Ch'aZ to Duttor Gratian Za 
voZ cantar, 
11 
Econ aZ chittarin Za voZ sunar. 
I '11 be in th,/ $quare; you . 
carry the basket. 
B. I'll be there before '¥OU, 
but I'll not invite . any of ' 
these people. · 
SECOND COLLOQUY.. DORALICE , ALONE. 
Wretched girl, what will you do? 
Speak Doralice, ·. . 
what will you do, ur.~~PPY girl? 
Ah, infinite woe: ·· · . 
With these your ears you have 
just heard 
that your crazy father 
has promised you to that 
Doctor Gratian. 
But may it never be true that 
Doralice 
should belong to anyon _e but you, 
Fulvio, my soul. 
THIRD COLLOQUY. GRATIANO, PLAYING 
AND SINGING. 
Trin tin, tin, tin, tin, tin, 
tronc. 
Doralice, my pretty one, 
Listen for a b_t to a new song 
that Dr. Gratian wants to sing 
for you, 
Mi son adottorade I 
and play for you on the guitar. 
was made a doctor 
In una terra dentr'una cittade, 
E ho tegnu tre bott confus~on, 
E sempr. 'ho fat 't hunor al mie 
aaion. 
A Padova, e BuZogna, 
Cinq'ann'ho Zett' senza una 
vergogna, 
E s'ho Ari~tl' tutt'in tal 
cerve l Z, . 
Piatton, Bartl' e Bald' con 
al Jave lZ. 
Si che, · Doralizlina, 
A vuoi te sippi la mia fan-
desina, 
Pero fam' al to spoa' ch .' a 
t'ho purta 
Una guZ1-a.na d 1-or, e du cota 
Trine, tin, tin, tin, tin, tin 
troc. 
RAQJONgMENTO QUARTO. PANTfl_'f;_ONE, 
ET LAUR~TTA ALLA FENESTRA. 
P . Lauretta, viso d•orb · 
Non vedistu ahe moro? 
Pero fatte al baicon 
E scolta Pantalon. 
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in a place in a town, 
And three times I took confusing 
tests, 
and always did I bring honor on 
myself. 
At Padua and Bologna 
I studied for five years with-
out disgracing myself. 
And I know Aristotle, 
Plato, and other wise· -·philoso-
phers from memory. 
Therefore, little Doralice, 
You should know that you are 
. my sweetheart. 
so take me as your husband, 
for I've brought you 
·a rtec1(1ace and tWO ~ ar rin gs-. 
Trine, tin, tin, tin, tin, tin, 
troc. 
FOQRTH COLLOQUY. PANTALON~, AND 
- ·--tAURETTA AT 'l'HE - wmoow-: --
- --- -- --- ---· ----
P. , Lauretta; face of gold, 
Can't you see that I 'm dying _? 
So come to the balcony ' 
and listen to Pantaion. 
L. Chi chiama Za Lauretta, 
Ota con tanta fretta? 
Vecchietto, ti xe ti, 
Che vostu mo da mi? 
P. Vo rave, cara fia, 
Che per to corteaia 
Ti donasse un basin 
AZ to PantaZoncin. 
L. Basarte non gho voia, 
Ti xe bavoso moia, 
Pero non ghe pensar 
Che note voi basar. 
P. Cho diavol mi bavoso? 
L. Varde che bet moroso: 
P. Furfanta, questo a mi? 
L. Camina via de qut! 
F. Carogna, te n'incago. 
L. Vecchiazza, te ta tago. 
P. Aspetta, voio andar 
A farte far sfrisar! 
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INTERMEDIO TERZO DI SPAZZACAMINI 
o Za betia brigada, 
H' h' ' u u $pazza .cam~. 
Nu sem da Zta val Zada 
Dov naa s i bon faaht. 
Nu sgurarem, e fregarem 
Coi amozegu i VOS canu, 
E farem prest, pero con quest, 
Sia parechia · .,.furmai e pa. , 
E tutto quest farem per un aarZ~; 
BeZZa brigada, hu hu spazza-
cami. 
PARTE TERZA 
RAGIONAMENTO PRIMO. GRATIANO 
SOLO. 
*Madrigate antico 
·I 
Veativa i aotti e Ze Campagne 
intorno 
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La primavera di noveZZi amori •. 
E spiravan soave arabi 
Cinti d 'erbe, e di frondi _ i Z 
crine adorno. 
Quando Licori, at 7, 'apparir de Z 
giorno, 
Cog-tiendo di sua man purpurei -
fiori, 
Mi di sse, in guider don di tan ti 
ardori, 
Ate gZi colgo, et eaao io te 
n 'adorno. 
L. Who's there, calling Lauretta 
with such agitation? 
Little old man, so it's you, 
What do you want of me? 
P. I would like, dear girl, 
that you'd be so kind 
as to give a little kiss 
to your little Pant~lcn. 
L. I don't want to kiss you, 
you're drooling at the mouth, 
So don't Gvan think 
that I'll kiss you. 
P. What the devil? Me, drooling? 
L. Mercy, what a lover! 
P. You she-devil, you dare say 
that to · me? 
L. Get out of here! 
P. You rotten thing, .you can sh--
yourself! 
L. And you,• , ol.d man, can wallow 
in it! 
P. Just wait, I want to go 
and see to it that your goose 
is cooked! 
THIRD INTERLUDE OF THE CHIMNEY 
SWEEPS 
O, what a ·fine band, 
Hu, hu, the chimney sweeps _. 
We're from Vallada 
where the beautiful beech trees 
grow. 
We brush and scrape 
your chimneys with our brooms, 
And we do it quickly ·so that . ·. 
they . 
are soon ready and clean. • 
And all this we do for a carlino. 
· · What a fine band, hu, hu., the 
chimney-sweeps. ·· 
PART III 
FIRST COLLOQUY. GRATIANO ALONE. 
*The Old Madrigal 
Springtime decked.all the hills 
and fields 
with new love • 
-And sweet Arabian scents were 
in the air, 
while the surroundings were 
adorned with grasses and 
bushes .. 
Then, as Lycoris, at the beginning 
of the day, 
gathered purple flowers in her 
hands, 
she said to me: as a gift for 
such zeal 
I gather them for you, and adorn 
you with them. 
*The~e a.~e the oJUg.i.na.l wo1td6 to Pa.leA.tJu'..na•~ 
ma.dlt,[ga.l • wh..ic.h G1ta.V..a.no ha...6 ga.1tbled .i.n h..i..6 
veti .i.on, below. 
Transmutazione di Gratiano 
Rostiva i oorni, e Ze castagne 
in fo:rno, 
IZ ppim'havea de i noveZZi 
humori, 
Sospiraven Ze rane arbori e 
mori 
Cinti d'erbe, e di trombe in 
fin al. aorno. 
Quando mi oorro, aZZ'apparir d'un 
stor-no, 
CogZiendoZ oon Zaman tra puri 
fiori, 
Mi disse un sier guidon, per 
tan ti ardori 
Ate mi voZgo, e Zeacami 
d 'into mo. 
RAGIONAMENTO SECONDO. PROPOSTA 
DI FULVIO ALLA SUA AMATA DORA-
LICE. 
Ditemi, in aortesia, 
DoraZiae, anima mia, 
A ahe dar tante pene a questo 
aore 
CoZ prender per marito queZ 
Dottore? 
RAGIONAMENTO TERZO. RISPOSTA DI 
DORALICE ·A FULVIO SUO AMANTE. 
Deh FuZviq, anima mia, 
Non sarebbe pazzia 
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Che DoraZice havesse queZ Dottore? 
Siate pur voi mio sposo e mio Sig-
nore! 
RAGIONAMENTO QUARTO. PANTALONE 
SOLO. 
Pantalon, ohe vostu far? 
La Lauretta t'ha sojaio. 
Mi ahe son imbertonao, 
Sen2a easa non voi star. 
Pantalon, ahe vostu far? 
LICENZA DATA DALL'HUMOR BIZARRO. 
IZlustri spettatori, 
Qui son tornato fuori 
Per dirvi ahe Gratiano 
Ha speso il tempo in vano; 
Il vecc h io Pantalone 
Ha fatto un gran fallone. 
Ma Fulvio, sol felice, 
Sposato ha DoraZiae. 
In tanto i vo' partire 
Per non s 'in fas ti dire. 
Fate allegrezze, ah'io ohieg-
gio liaen za, 
17 
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Con un baZZetto a. vostra river-
enza. 
Gratiano's Version 
The horns {corns) and the chest-
nuts roasted in the oven, 
The first had a new flavor. 
The frogs sighed; the bushes 
and mulberry trees 
were surrounded by grasses and 
trumpets, right up to the 
horn (tip). 
Then I started to run, at the sight 
of a horse, 
while gathering up pure flowers 
with my hand. 
A wise sol .dier said to me: ·for 
such zeal, 
I turn to you, and lick myself 
all over. 
SECOND COLLOQUY. FULVIO'$ REPROACH 
TO HIS BELOVED, DORALICE. 
Be so kind as to tell me, 
Doralice, my very soul, 
how you can cause this heart 
such pain 
by taking that doctor as a hus-
band. 
THIRD COLLOQUY. DORALICE'S RE-
SPONSE TO HER BELOVED, FULVIO. 
Ah Fulvio, my very soul, 
Would it not be lunacy 
for Doralice to take that doctor? 
I wish that you were my husband 
and master! 
FOURTH COLLOQUY. PANTALONE ALONE. 
Pantalon, what should you do? 
Lauretta has dumped you. 
I am so much in love; 
without her I don't want to go 
on living. 
Pantalon, what should you do? 
EPILOGUE GIVEN BY THE BIZARRE 
lU]MOR... __ -
Noble audience, 
I have come out again 
to tell you that Gratiana 
has spent his time in vain. 
The old Pantalone 
has made an awful blunder. 
Yet only Fulvio is happy; 
he has mar~ied Doralice. 
Meanwhile, I should leave, 
so as not to bore you. 
Make merry, for I leave you 
with a dance in your honor. 
BALLETTO DI VILLANELLE 
Tre viZZaneZZe veasose e beZZe 
Signori, siamo che qui dan2i-
amo 
19 
Con un baZZetto per dar diZetto. 
Scarpetta d'oro Za fa beZ 
baZZar, 
E Za morelZa mi fa inamorar. 
Fa, Za, la, Za, la, Za., la, la, 
la, Za. 
FINE 
DANCE OF THE COUNTRY GIRLS 
We are three country girls, grace-
ful and pretty, 
Gentlemen, we dance 
. 
a ballet for your pleasure. 
Gold shoes are good for dancing, 
and dark-skinned girls make you 
fall in love • 
Fa, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, 
la, la. 
THE ENV 
